
Pensby High School – Year 6 to 7 transition – frequently asked questions 
 
These questions have either been posed directly to members of the school staff or taken from the 
survey with regard to small group tours.  As we move through this process there may be more and I 
will endeavour to keep adding to this list and regularly forwarding it by email to you. 
 
1:  Uniform/equipment expectations for September 2020 – at this stage we are still waiting for 
guidance with regard to the government’s expectation for schools in England at the start of the next 
academic year, so I can only answer this from the perspective of our current practice in June 2020.  
At the moment I am asking both staff and students to wear clothing that is appropriate for a school 
setting and whatever makes it easier for washing to take place.  I am happy for school trousers and 
shirts (not ties or blazers) or causal clothing.  However, there should be no short shorts, no showing 
of midriffs, no caps/hats or hoods to be worn in school, essentially as close to possible to smart 
casual and clothing washed as often as is practically possible. 
 
We cannot share equipment, so we cannot loan pens, pencils etc., but we would ask that the 
minimum is brought into school at this stage.  There is, however, a list of our normally required 
equipment on page 11 of the transition booklet that you should receive in the next few days. 
 
We are not clear what any new guidance may say with regard to social distancing and for example 
the serving of food, but at this stage it is unlikely that we will be able to provide food beyond those 
students who are in receipt of free school meals.  Given current restrictions such as social distancing 
and a kitchen built in 1953, we cannot bring in enough staff into school to meet provide a full 
service.  Equally we cannot seat, or move, close to 900 students through the canteen in a timely 
manner and maintain social distancing.  So it seems likely that most students will need a packed 
lunch in September 2020, should we indeed return at this time. 
 
2:  Plan and risk assessment emailed to all parents - the plan for Year 10 is already on the website 
along with the risk assessment for reopening the school.  As you are aware from my letter, the 
guidance that allows me to even think about arranging an increased number of students was 
published 15 June 2020 and we are trying to deliver as much as possible within the guidance and 
pushing to have more children in school this academic year, than was originally envisaged. We have 
offered all pupils in Year 7, 8 & 9 the chance to come into school as well as the students in Year 6; 
some 850 people will visit our site in four weeks.  We are in the process of adding to the plans we 
have already drawn up and in turn these will be put on to the school website as soon as we are able 
to, but they will not be emailed to individual parents.  Our risk assessments are within the national 
guidance, it is, however, entirely at your discretion as to whether or not you visit the school at this 
time. 
 
3:  Parental requests for enhance transitions – as I am sure you are acutely aware, the transition to 
secondary school is a worrying time for parents, often more so than for our children.  As a school we 
talk to all of the feeder primaries and we take their advice on who they feel would benefit from an 
enhanced transition to our school.  Unfortunately we cannot provide an enhanced transition at the 
request of parents as even in the best of times, parental requests for enhanced transition far 
outweigh our capacity to provide them or the need identified by the primary schools. 
 
4:  Setting of forms without SAT testing – we do not set forms.  We have mixed ability forms and the 
vast majority of our students in Year 7 will be taught in these mixed ability groups.  We do set for 
maths and we do have some streaming in English and ordinarily we would use SATs plus our own 
internal assessments, including the CATs tests, to place students in to these groups.  We will 
continue with our own assessments and make a judgement with regard to setting when I feel that 



we have re-established school routines.  I think we need to be honest and accept that the start of 
the next academic year is unlike anything we have as adults experienced, let alone our children.  Our 
focus will not be on the set a child is in, but rather on building relationship, routines and an 
understanding of our ethos and culture in the first instance.  We will try to ensure that every child 
has the skills to be successful across the five years that they spend with us and worry about setting a 
little further down the line. 
 
Equally forms themselves are created for the benefit of all children both in that individual form and 
the school as a whole.  We do take advice from primary colleagues before we decide on the form, 
but we do not move or allocate children  to a form at the request of parents, if we did, we would 
move children quite literally every week and destabilise all the forms.  
 
5:  Where can we buy uniform – we have tried to keep the costs associated with our uniform to the 
absolute minimum and I also want to reiterate an earlier comment in that I do not at this stage know 
what the guidance will say for September.  It is clear, however, that current guidance is asking that 
clothing be cleaned as frequently as possible as a result we are currently asking parents to use their 
discretion.  However, the bulk of the school uniform is non-branded, so the skirts, trousers and 
shirts/blouses can be purchased form any high street chain.   
 
The blazer, tie and PE kit are available from the uniform shops in, Heswall and West Kirby, and 
possibly others.  However, the main supplier to our current parents appears to be the Uniform 
Centre in the market in Birkenhead. 
 
6:  Are masks required – I do understand that there is a very mixed message from central 
government with regard to masks.  They are to be used on public transport, but not in schools.   
 
I have taken the decision that even if there are no medical benefits from masks, there seems to be a 
level of anxiety in some people that can be alleviated by the wearing of masks.  At school currently, I 
have purchased daily disposal medical masks for staff and I have instructed all staff to wear them.  
Whether this is sustainable for the school from September I have yet to decide, but this has helped 
with allaying some fears.  I am though, not requesting that any student wears a mask or face 
covering, but we will support any student who chooses to do so, as long as the face covering is 
appropriate for this school and in this case I will make a judgement with regard to that.  Medical 
masks will I imagine always be fine, as will the vast majority of homemade masks, however, they are 
an aid to overcome a medical emergency and not a fashion statement.  As such, whole face 
coverings, offensive logos or designs and anything that covers a student’s eyes will not be allowed 
and students will have to remove them. 
 
Additional questions: 
 
7:  Will the tour allow me to meet and talk to other individual staff – unfortunately this will not be 
possible.  As I said in my letter, we are offering the opportunity for as many students as possible to 
visit the school site, but we are also offering provision for keyworker children, staff children and Year 
10 in small group lessons.  Staff are tied up on other rotas and are not available to leave the children 
they are supporting at this time.  We have, however, been in contact with all feeder primaries and 
are gathering as much information as safely as we can about your children. 
 
 
Kevin Flanagan 
 
 


